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Challenges of regulating and implementing  

Single counterparty identification in large exposures 

 

Zahra Khoshnoud, Mahshid Shahchera, Marzieh Esfandiari 

 

Extensive banking relationships with a specific group of stakeholders or counterparties 

compared to other customers can lead to the concentration risk in banks and credit institutions. 

This risk was first raised in 1988 at the International Conference of Banking Supervisors. 

Over time, issues related to the management of this risk evolved and finally developed and 

presented as one of the Basel Committee's on Banking Supervision’s guidelines. This kind of 

concentration in the banking industry alone can cause significant credit risk for banks. In fact, 

it is an exposure in which large losses respect to the bank's capital or all its assets could realize 

through the relationship between counterparties and the concentration of exposures on the 

single counterparty. These relatively large losses not only reflect large exposures, but also the 

possibility of high and abnormal percentage of unrealized credit losses incidence. 

Hence, identifying the single counterparty and managing the risk resulting from large 

exposures have been considered not only in drafting the Basel Committee’s guidelines, but 

also in the relevant regulations in different countries. To be more precise, in the supervisory 

framework for measuring and controlling large exposures of the Basel Committee, it has been 

emphasized that banks should be equipped with strong and robust information systems along 

with required analytical methods, in such a way that the bank management could use them to 

manage the credit risk in all on and off-balance sheet items and to provide sufficient 

information about the composition of the credit portfolio for identifying any kind of 

concentration risk. 

Therefore, banks should be equipped with methods  not only to identify, quantify, and control 

their credit risk at the level of each exposure and the entire portfolio, but also to track, 

quantify, and control this risk at the level of single counterparties and connected parties as 

kinds of concentration risk. They should also use periodic assessment of the degree of 

concentration on the above items to provide an accurate assessment of the amount of deviation 

from the preset limits. 

Thus, to manage this risk - especially at the single counterparty level - banks need not only 

the accurate information in the first instance to identify these counterparties - the accuracy of 

which must be checked periodically- but also require the appropriate methods for measuring 

and controlling this risk and its complexity in their groups. In fact the effectiveness of this 

risk management process in bank, in the first place, depends significantly on the quality of 

the information systems available to the identification of the single counterparty. Of course, 
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in addition to the quality of these information systems, the details and timeliness of these 

systems are also very important because they affect the speed of identification, accuracy of 

measurement, the proper control of this risk, along the accuracy of strategic management 

decisions taken in this area. 

As a result, in response to the importance of risk management along the neglect of its potential 

role in many countries, given the gaps in credit risk management of single counterparty in the 

banking sector of different countries, the Basel Committee put on the agenda the development 

of guidelines in this area at the international level, and then some regulations at the national 

level were designed and implemented in line with these guidelines in different countries. In 

Iran, however, this practice has been followed through the Central Bank's directives as large 

exposures bylaws since the early 1980s and in line with international practice, even though 

with a 12-year lag from the first Basel Committee’s guideline issuance. Hence in 2004 the 

first directive in this area entitled large exposures bylaw was notified to the banking network 

and during the past decades, two other versions of this bylaw have been compiled and 

implemented. Nevertheless, due to the high volume of non-performing loans (NPLs) along 

with the key role of the single counterparty in the formation of NPLs in Iran (Mehrparvar, 

Nabavi, and Najafi Ali, 2016), it seems necessary to examine the challenges in identifying 

and managing  the risk of single counterparty in the banking network.  

Despite the development of newer versions of this bylaw in Iran compared to the international 

approach, a gap in the management of this risk is expected due to the less history of its 

implementation in the country. Nevertheless due to the importance of managing this risk in 

the country's banking network, which has faced a high volume of credit risk in the form of 

NPLs, to examine the current situation and identify potential gaps in the management of single 

counterparty risk, this study focuses merely on two dimensions, i.e. regulatory and executive 

challenges. In fact, the regulatory challenge is based on the infrastructure developed by the 

regulatory body in the compilation of guidelines and bylaws governing the expected 

management of the single counterparty risk in the banking network, and the executive 

infrastructure indicates the problems and challanges with the implementation of regulatory 

infrastructure in practice.  

In this regard and considering the regulatory challanges, reviewing the guidelines of the Basel 

Committee and the regulations of a sample of countries, including the UAE, Indonesia, and 

India, along with the analytical comparison of these regulations with different versions of 

large exposures bylaws of the Central Bank of Iran confirms the relative closeness of the 

approach of the final draft of this bylaw to the first draft of the Basel Committee’s guideline 

and the regulations of the sample countries set up prior to the second version of this guideline 

in the Basel Committee. However, the transition of these countries to Basel III - which is also 

effective in measuring the risk of large exposures - to some extent increases the gap between 
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the approach of this bylaw of the Central Bank of Iran with sample countries and indicates 

shortcomings in comparison to the minimum available standards. 

Of course, regardless of the above mentioned items, which may also be valid for the 

management of the other risks in the banking network of Iran, there is a need to design more 

criteria for identifying the single counterparty compared to the new version of the Basel 

Committee’s guideline. Also the exceptions to the inclusion of large exposures in the existing 

bylaw are solely applied for the certain government-affiliated entities, while in the final 

version of the Basel Committee's guideline and the sample countries' regulations, a wider 

scope is considered. Therefore, the inclusion of interbank and settlement services exposures 

as exceptions in the large exposures bylaw is recommended. 

Regarding the executive challenges and merely focusing on the identifation, through holding 

meetings with representatives of the banking network and the companies designing single 

counterparty systems, the existing challanges in outlining these systems were examined. 

Based on these challanges - i.e. the lack of access to dynamic, timely, and validated 

information systems; the impossibility of single counterparty identification in the entire 

banking network; the absence of supplementary instructions for identifying the single 

counterparty; no necessary deterrence of the single counterparty system in granting loans’ 

decision; no periodic evaluation of single counterparty systems’ output by the Central Bank; 

and no effective solution for feigned power of attorneys - specific inter-organizational 

solutions alongside intra-organizational solutions should be developed. 

Considering these challanges, although the issue of necessary deterrence of the single 

counterparty system in loan decision could be classified as an internal matter that banks 

should deal with it more seriously to solve systemic and procedural gaps, but the resolution 

of a large part of the mentioned problems seems to be the responsibility of the Central Bank 

(i.e. the impossibility of single counterparty identification in the entire banking network, the 

absance of supplementary instructions, no periodic evaluation of single counterparty system’s 

output by the Central Bank) or requires the cooperation of other organizations and institutions 

with the Central Bank and should be considered as the demand of the Central Bank as the 

supervisorory body of the banking network (i.e. not required access to dynamic, timely, and 

validated information systems, and no effective solution for feigned power of attorneys).  

Therefore regarding the last challanges that are not only more time-consuming, but also more 

inter-organization–coordinating-based which require enhance of procedures and databases, 

the Central Bank must cooperate with the relevant institutions and organizations to achieve 

the expected level of the objectives set out in the bylaw on preventing the accumulation of 

NPLs that requires the Central Bank to prepare, implement, and operate a system for 

identifying the relationships of individuals, including single counterparties, and connected 
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parties in identifying causal, relative, financial, ownership, managerial, and controlling 

relationships between individuals and entities at credit institutions. 

Totally, given this report's limited scope that does not provide the possibility of addressing 

all issues at the level of a research project on large exposures risk management, raising some 

of the neglected challenges in the future research could provide more practical solutions.  

For example, analyzing the reported information of banks on large exposures and their 

compliance with the limits set by the Central Bank could even well-illustrate the extent of the 

deviation from the large exposures bylaw and hence not only would end up in developing the 

required regulatory measures, but also in implementing an effective supervisory pathology. 

The increase in the number of sample countries to a wider number of Asian countries - which 

have developed a new version of the relevant regulations in their countries since the last 

version of the Basel Committee’s guideline on large exposures risk management in 2014 - 

could also illustrate further regulatory gaps and provide other solutions for the improvement 

of the large exposures bylaws. 

Addressing the system infrastructures for identifying a single counterparty and managing 

large exposures in a sample of countries, as the same as the approach followed in this report 

for the regulatory infrastructure, could also promote the system infrastructure and even the 

required information systems.  
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